North Haven Community
Association
Information / Discussion Session
John Laurie Blvd and McKnight Blvd Intersection

Objective of the meeting
• To review the history highlights of the John Laurie Blvd / 48 Avenue NW / McKnight Blvd
intersection with a view to prioritizing improvements recommended in the 2005 McElhanney
report approved in principle by Council in 2006.
• Specifically, to improve vehicle safety at this “T” intersection and at the same time to improve
vehicle traffic egress from 48 Ave to eastbound McKnight.
• To consider this intersection improvement as one part of eventual improvement to the entire
McKnight corridor from this point to Deerfoot Trail
• In the short term, while waiting for this project to climb the priority list and actually get built,
to identify and consider short term, less expensive solutions that will achieve the objectives in
the second bullet.

Objective of the meeting
• To hear comments and suggestions on the above from City
Transportation
• To open the meeting to verbal and/or written comments on the
defined topic from any or all attendees.
• To schedule and hold a second meeting to allow Transportation (and
the community) to recommend a specific short term solution that
takes into account the information gained at the first meeting

History
• JLB was originally planned to continue northward where Egert’s Park
is now located
• When Deerfoot Trail was planned, and Upper North Haven
development began, there was little need for the northward extension
• A very dangerous “T” intersection in a 70 kmh road resulted
• From its inception it has been dangerous
• Several accidents occurred. At least one was fatal, when an eastbound
JLB vehicle catapulted over the concrete barrier killing a person in a
westbound McKnight vehicle

Violent collisions with barrier
• Accidents are a regular occurrence
• Example: Injury accident at 145 PM February 6 (as this presentation
was being prepared)

History
• In a series of meetings, including one at NHCA Hall, the City presented
results of a study commissioned by the City in 2003 and completed in
2005
• Three designs for the intersection were proposed and were ranked
• The favored one allowed 70 kmh speed to 4th St. in both directions
• It included a provision for 48th Ave eastbound traffic to flow non-stop
under JLB, merging with the other eastbound traffic near the
Northmount Drive underpass.
• Please see the poster showing this design.

History
• The design would require the City to acquire sixteen properties in Highwood
and Thorncliffe.
• We were told then that the City had purchased these properties
• This all happened during or before 2005…12 years ago
• At the same time the McKnight corridor (12 St NE to JLB) project was also
considered
• Both projects were approved in principle by City Council.
• The intersection improvement project was never funded and not included in the
Investing in Mobility 2015 to 2024 Transportation Infrastructure Investment Plan
• This Plan priority list is subject to infrequent non-scheduled reviews
• Therefore, this discussion is very timely

Issues Demanding Attention
• Another injury accident occurred even as this presentation was being
prepared. The accident involved a collision with the concrete divider
blocks.
• With development of the Highland Park golf course, another 4000 to
8000 people will be living adjacent to McKnight
• With the Green Line, additional traffic will use this intersection twice a
day to access the McKnight or 40th Avenue stations.
• TOD along the Green Line will add even more traffic

Issues Demanding Attention
• During rush hours, or in the event of a stall, eastbound traffic often backs up to
14 Street
• Westbound traffic is also very heavy, backing up to 4th Street and seriously
impacting EMS vehicles leaving the station at 4th and McKnight and police
vehicles from our District Station on 14 Street
• Eastbound 48 Ave traffic from North Haven community faces long waits
• This is compounded due to the double stop, waiting first for westbound and
then for eastbound traffic
• This is our only viable route to YYC other than 64 Avenue
• 64 Avenue will be far less attractive when the Green Line level crossing is
installed there. Think about the LRT on 36 St NE.

Related factors
• We don’t know why the project was never funded even though
approved in principle by Council in 2006
• There was a ten-year gap before the current Investing in Mobility 2015
-2024 priority list was prepared.
• It appears that few people currently in Transportation Planning, were
aware of this 2005 proposal, and consequently it may not even have
been considered when developing the priority list
• It needs to be brought forward before there are more fatalities,
serious injuries and property damage.

Related Factors
• John Laurie west of this intersection is relatively well designed and
moves high volumes
• McKnight was recently upgraded to six lanes to move high volumes
between the eastern part of the city and Deerfoot Trail
• McKnight between Deerfoot and this intersection is a significant
bottleneck, particularly during morning and afternoon commute
periods or whenever there is a stall or accident
• The upgrading of this section should obviously be coordinated with
GreenLine construction at McKnight and Centre St where a tunnel on
Centre St and under McKnight will likely be built.

The challenges …..
• How do we work with Transportation Planning, Councillors and
affected communities to advance this project to a priority project?
• Can we obtain short term relief for the intersection by one of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Equipping this intersection with traffic control lights
Traffic circle with dual lanes
All-way stop design
Other?

Traffic Circle with Dual Lanes
• Many Calgarians are uncomfortable with dual lane circles
• If eastbound JLB traffic does not yield to eastbound 48 Ave traffic
there will be accidents
• The dual lanes will be hard to navigate safely for westbound McKnight
traffic to exit onto westbound JLB due to eastbound traffic egressing
from North Haven
• Eastbound 48 Ave traffic will have difficulty exiting to eastbound
McKnight unless it remains in the right lane past westbound JLB exit

Proposed request for short term
• Traffic safety engineering study to select short term safety
improvement method that improves eastbound egress from 48 Ave.
• Schedule a second meeting to review and discuss implementing the
study report

For the longer term
• Confirm the interest of North Haven and the adjoining communities in
advancing the implementation of this intersection, coordinated with
the needed improvements to the east as far Edmonton Trail and
preferably to Deerfoot Trail

Comments from City Transportation
• Representatives from the City are invited to comment at this time
prior to comments from the floor.

